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Abstract. The present article describes setup, configuration and usage of the key 

performance indicators (KPIs) of members of project teams involved into the software 
development life cycle. 

Key performance indicators are described for the full software development life 
cycle and imply the deep integration with both task tracking systems and project code 
management systems, as well as a software product quality testing system. To illust-
rate, we used the extremely popular products — Atlassian Jira (tracking development 
tasks and bugs tracking system) and git (code management system). 

The calculation of key performance indicators is given for a team of three develo-
pers, two testing engineers responsible for product quality, one designer, one system 
administrator, one product manager (responsible for setting business requirements) 
and one project manager. 

For the key members of the team, it is suggested to use one integral key per-
formance indicator per the role / team member, which reflects the quality of the fulfill-
ment of the corresponding role of the tasks. 

The model of performance indicators is inverse positive — the initial value of each 
of the indicators is zero and increases in the case of certain deviations from the 
standard performance of official duties inherent in a particular role. 

The calculation of the proposed key performance indicators can be fully automated 
(in particular, using Atlassian Jira and Atlassian Bitbucket (git) or any other systems, 
like Redmine, GitLab or TestLink), which eliminates the human factor and, after the 
automation, does not require any additional effort to calculate. 

Using such a tool as the key performance indicators allows project managers to 
completely eliminate bias, reduce the emotional component and provide objective data 
for the project manager. 

The described key performance indicators can be used to reduce the time required 
to resolve conflicts in the team, increase productivity and improve the quality of the 
software product. 

Keywords: Key performance indicators (KPIs), performance, conflict resolution, 
team member responsibility, software development, workflow setup. 
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Анотація. Розглянуто конфігурацію, налаштування та використання клю-

чових показників ефективності (КПЕ) роботи членів проектних команд, 
задіяних в розробці програмного забезпечення. 

Ключові показники ефективності описані для повного циклу розробки прог-
рамного забезпечення і базуються на глибокій інтеграції як з системами тре-
кінгу завдань, так і системами управління кодом проекту, а також системою 
тестування якості програмного продукту. Для ілюстрації були використані 
вкрай популярні продкут Atlassian Jira (трекінг завдань розробки та ви-
правлення помилок) і git (система управління кодом). 

Обчислення ключових показників ефективності наведені для команди, що 
складається з трьох розробників, двох інженерів-тестувальників, що відпові-
дають за якість продукту, одного дизайнера, одного системного адміністра-
тора, одного менеджера продкут (що відповідає за постановку бізнес-вимог) 
і одного менеджера проекту. 

Для ключових членів команди запропоновано використовувати по одному 
інтегральному ключовому показнику ефективності, який відображає якість 
виконання відповідних ролі завдань. 

Модель показників ефективності є обернено-позитивною — початкове 
значення кожного з показників є нульовим і збільшується в разі тих чи інших від-
хилень від еталонного виконання посадових обов’язків, властивих тій чи іншій 
ролі. 

Розрахунок запропонованих ключових показників ефективності може бути 
повністю автоматизований (зокрема, при використанні Atlassian Jira та Atlas-
sian Bitbucket (git)), що виключає людський фактор і, після автоматизації, не 
вимагає трудовитрат для обчислення. 

Використання такого інструменту, як ключові показників ефективності 
дозволяє повністю виключити упередженість, знизити емоційну складову 
і надати об’єктивні дані для менеджера проекту. 

Описані ключові показники ефективності можуть бути використані для 
зменшення часу, необхідного на вирішення конфліктів в команді, збільшення 
продуктивності і підвищення якості програмного продукту. 

Ключові слова: ключові показники ефективності (КПЕ), ефективність, 
вирішення конфліктів, відповідальність членів команди, розробка програмного 
забезпечення, настройка робочого процесу. 

 
Introduction 
Software development projects are rarely made by a single person. Nowadays, 

even the minimum value prototype requires a team of 7–10 developers consists of 
designers, quality assurance engineers and managers at least. Time to market became 
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an important goal with anticipated client’s involvement from the early stages of the 
projects.  

To fulfill clients’ expectations, development team must be flexible and work as 
a single unit. Every team member is important and responsible part of the unit. The 
mature software companies had grown an internal culture, so all employees take 
responsibility easily and ready to help others. But this is quite a rare case. 
Unfortunately, most of the modern outsourcing companies pay insufficient attention to 
the company’s culture and it leads to blurry responsibilities and recurrent blames 
between software and quality engineers, or between product management and 
developers etc. This situation leads to multiple recurring internal conflicts the project 
manager has to handle and resolve.  

An efficient way to decrease or event eliminate conflicts is to setup and measure 
team’s internal key performance indicators to automatically identify the point of failure 
and allow team members to increase their efficiency and delivery quality.  

Formulation of a problem 

Let’s take a typical software development team consists of three developers (with 
Leading role assigned to one of the developers), two quality assurance (QA) managers, 
one designer, one DevOps engineer (with Release Manager role), one product 
manager and one project manager on the one hand and the client who generates the 
ideas or requirements and performs user acceptance tests (UAT) on the other.  

The team delivers using the standard practices — it uses SCM (git), task ma-
nagement system (Atlassian JIRA) and requirements and knowledge management 
system (Atlassian Confluence). Source code is managed using gitflow pattern [1]. 
Development process is a standard one — the task has to be defined, taken into deve-
lopment, developed, the code has to be reviewed, tested and deliverables provided to 
UAT. In case of successful UAT the task considered as delivered and done. 

Using any project management approach (waterfall or agile [2]) at some period of 
time, especially under the high time pressure the following «who is responsible for»-
type conflicts could emerge among others: 

 Developer produces the deliverables and they do not pass internal QA — QA 
blames developer about the code quality but developer blames QA that the failing part 
of the code had to be tested earlier etc. 

 QA successfully checks the deliverables but UAT failed — UAT blames the team 
about the low product quality but the team defends in a way that requirements were 
unclear. 

 The product is not ready to date — client blames the team about the missed 
deadline, but team argues to the unclear and frequently changed requirements.  

Unfortunately, the conflicts are rarely to be resolved without emotions with a rationale 
in mind only. The root cause of an inability to resolve the conflict in an efficient manner is 
an absence of the strong proofs and figures to judge who is really guilty in the situation. 

 
Solution 
To resolve and prevent the conflicts described above the set of personal KPIs could 

be set up and measured during the development. Based on the KPIs values, team 
members could correct their behavior or project manager could use other approaches 
like correlating KPIs with team members payroll. 
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The less KPIs value is, the better team member performs. The solution requires proper 
configuring of the SCM, JIRA and workflows. Proper SCM workflow setup is important to 
clearly distinguish between the features, releases and other development concepts. Using 
gitflow allows to setup numerous automated code quality metrics to support software 
products quality and clearly identify personal contribution to the product. 

 

Gitflow 
The gitflow workflow defines a strict branching model designed around the project 

release. Gitflow is ideally suited for projects that have a scheduled release cycle. It 
assigns very specific roles to different branches and defines how and when they should 
interact. In addition to feature branches, it uses individual branches for preparing, 
maintaining, and recording releases.  

 

Develop and Master branches 
The workflow uses two branches to record the history of the project. The master 

branch stores the official release history, and the develop branch serves as an 
integration branch for features. It’s also convenient to tag all commits in the master 
branch with a version number. 

 

Feature Branches 
Each new feature should reside in its own branch, which can be pushed to the 

central repository for backup/collaboration. But, instead of branching off of master, 
feature branches use develop as their parent branch. When a feature is complete, it 
gets merged back into develop. Features should never interact directly with master. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Feature branches 
 

Note that feature branches combined with the develop branch is, for all intents and 
purposes, the Feature Branch Workflow. But, the Gitflow Workflow doesn’t stop there. 

Feature branches are generally created off to the latest develop branch. 
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When development is done, the next step is to merge the feature_branch into 
develop. 

Once develop has acquired enough features for a release (or a predetermined 
release date is approaching), developer forks a release branch off of develop. Creating 
this branch starts the next release cycle, so no new features can be added after this 
point — only bug fixes, documentation generation, and other release-oriented tasks 
should go in this branch. Once it’s ready to ship, the release branch gets merged into 
master and tagged with a version number. In addition, it should be merged back into 
develop, which may have progressed since the release was initiated. 

Using a dedicated branch to prepare releases makes it possible for one team to 
polish the current release while another team continues working on features for the next 
release. It also creates well-defined phases of development (e.g., it’s easy to say, «This 
week we’re preparing for version 4.0,» and to actually see it in the structure of the 
repository). 

Making release branches is another straightforward branching operation. Like 
feature branches, release branches are based on the develop branch.  

Maintenance or «hotfix» branches are used to quickly patch production releases. 
Hotfix branches are a lot like release branches and feature branches except they’re 
based on master instead of develop. This is the only branch that should fork directly off 
of master. As soon as the fix is complete, it should be merged into both master and 
develop (or the current release branch), and master should be tagged with an updated 
version number. 

Having a dedicated line of development for bug fixes lets your team address issues 
without interrupting the rest of the workflow or waiting for the next release cycle. You can 
think of maintenance branches as ad hoc release branches that work directly with master. 

 

Release branches 

 
Fig. 2. Release branch 
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The overall flow of gitflow is: 
 A develop branch is created from master 
 A release branch is created from develop 
 Feature branches are created from develop 
 When a feature is complete it is merged into the develop branch 
 When the release branch is done it is merged into develop and master 
 If an issue in master is detected a hotfix branch is created from master 
 Once the hotfix is complete it is merged to both develop and master 

 

JIRA configuration 
The feature to be developed corresponds to JIRA Story item type. The tasks for 

developers (for example — to produce backend and frontend parts of the feature) 
correspond to JIRA Story Sub-Tasks (table 1). 

The bug found in the product corresponds to the JIRA Bug. The task to fix the bug 
for developers corresponds to JIRA Bug Sub-Tasks. 

 

On new feature (or change request) arrival 
JIRA Story to be created and assigned to Requirements Manager. Requirements 

Manager describes the feature in Confluence and links it with the JIRA Story. During 
the grooming / estimation session the team suggests development sub-tasks (to be 
assigned to developers as soon as Story will be in scope).  

 

Hotfix branches 

 
Fig. 3. Hotfix branches 

 

Dev Ops and other non-development tasks correspond to JIRA Task item type 
(tabl. 2). 
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For example:  
 Task #1 — create server-side API for the feature implementation, assigned to 

backend developer 
 Task #2 — create UI component, assigned to frontend developer 
QA acceptance level is «no issues in scope of Story have been found». 

 

On new product bug reported by client 

JIRA Bug to be created and assigned to Requirements Manager. Requirements 

Manager describes the bug in Confluence and links it with the JIRA Bug. During the 

grooming / estimation session the team suggests development sub-tasks (to be assigned to 

developers as soon as Bug will be in scope). 

QA acceptance level is «bug is fixed, no new bugs have been found». If new bugs 
have been found during the tests — they should be linked to the current one. If Bug has 
linked bugs and if the fix reopens any closed linked bugs — QA fails. 

KPI triggers: 
 If QA has not been passed, then Sub-Task status changes to Estimated, 

KPI_Dev is incremented 
 If UAT has not been passed, then Sub-Task status changes to Estimated, 

KPI_QA is incremented 
KPIs triggers: 
 If Code Review has not been passed, then Sub-Task status changes to 

Estimated, KPI_Dev is incremented 
 If QA has not been passed, then Sub-Task status changes to Estimated, 

KPI_Dev increments, KPI_Lead is incremented 
Тавle 1 

Story / Bug Sub-Task workflow 
 

Issue status Assignee 
New Requirements Manager 
Estimated Developer 
In Progress Developer 
Ready for Review Lead 
Developer QA 
In QA QA 
Tested Requirements Manager 
Delivered Release Manager 
Ready for UAT UAT 
In UAT UAT 
Done Project Manager 

 

Table 2 
Task workflow 

 

Issue status Assignee 
New Project Manager 
Estimated Responsible team member 
In Progress Responsible team member 
Done Project Manager 
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Product investigation / clarification, management / CI processes 

 If UAT has not been passed, then Story status changes to Estimated, KPI_QA is 
incremented, KPI_ReqMgr is incremented 

JIRA Task created by Project Manager. No KPIs are defined for these kinds of 
issues. 

 

Regression / Integration bugs 

Regression or integration tests bugs should be processed in the same way as the 
bugs reported by the client with the following difference: 

 If UAT has not been passed, then Sub-Status changes to Estimated, 
KPI_ReqMgr is incremented 

 

Notes on issues processing 

The solution proposed is based on the following approach and assumptions. The 
issue should be transitioned into the In Progress state ONLY in case of well written 
description of the requirements. It is highly recommended to create a separate git 
branch with naming like <JIRA-KEY>-<short_description>> per every Sub-Task. 

To transit the issue into Developed state the product should be successfully comp-
iled / built with the code committed, required unit tests (if applicable) must be created. 

To transit the issue into Ready for UAT state Release Manager ought to update 
corresponding Release Notes. 

 
Conclusions 
Using the solution proposed every team member will have computable metrics of 

her performance and Project Manager could set personal goals to decrease the KPIs. 
Also, these KPIs are team’s independent and could be used across multiple projects to 
track personal performance of the employees over the long period of time.  

Having the KPIs allows Project Manager or practice leaders to eliminate «who is 
responsible for»-type conflicts with a rationale behind and keep conflict resolution in a 
constructive and non-offensive way. 

KPIs proposed are easy to implement in an automated way so this solution is cost 
effective and no additional effort is needed after an initial setup.  

Positive effect of the solution described has been proven by numerous projects 
managed by the author. 
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